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On September 1, 1965 the Texas Water Commission (formerly, before February
1962, the State Board of Water Engineers) experienced a far-reaching realign-
ment of functions and personnel, directed toward the increased emphasis needed
for planning and developing Texas' water resources and for administering water
rights.
Realigned and concentrated in the Texas Water Development Board were the
investigative, planning, development, research, financing, and supporting func-
tions, including the reports review and publication functions. The name Texas
Water Commission was changed to Texas Water Rights Commission, and responsibil-
ity for functions relating to water-rights administration was vested therein.
For the reader's convenience, references in this report have been altered,
where necessary, to reflect the current (post September 1, 1965) assignment of
responsibility for the function mentioned. In other words credit for a func-
tion performed by the Texas Water Commission before the September 1, 1965
realignment generally will be given in this report either to the Water Develop-
ment Board or to the Water Rights Commission, depending on which agency now has
responsibility for that function.
Texas Water Development Board
/ffohn J. vander tulip *
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Water-Level Data from
Observation Wells in the
Southern High Plains of Texas
Introduction
This report has been prepared to present water-level records to interested
individuals and to maintain a current published record of the water-level data
collected by the Texas Water Development Board. Water-level records from 29
counties in the Southern High Plains of Texas are presented in this report.
The area of these counties totals 28,316 square miles. The water-level data
are from current and historical observation wells located principally in areas
of large withdrawals of ground water for irrigation and public use. Water-
level records and related information are presented in county tabulations,
location maps, and hydrographs of water levels in representative wells. Wells
from which the water-level data were obtained are part of the statewide net-
work of observation wells maintained by personnel of the Texas Water Develop-
ment Board.
Evaluation of water-level records is an integral part of every ground-
water investigation. Water-level records of an aquifer reflect the amount of
water in storage and changes in storage as well as direction and rate of water
movement. Consequently, compilation of water-level data from selected wells on
a long-term basis is essential. Excessive decline of water levels is a prin-
cipal cause of increased pumping cost, decreased well yields, abandonment of
shallower wells, and in some areas an undesirable change in water quality due
to salt-water encroachment.
Water-Level Observation Program
Observation wells are measured by the Texas Water Development Board in
various areas of the State for the purpose of observing changes in water levels
in the principal aquifers. The Board's Water-Level Observation Program is
directed toward the accomplishment of several objectives. These objectives
are: (1) the selection, in every major aquifer, of a network of wells that
are spaced to afford adequate data for preparation of piezometric maps or water-
table contour maps referenced to sea-level datum; (2) annual or periodic mea-
surement of water levels in each well in this network made at the time of year
when water levels have recovered from the effect of pumping during the season
of peak water demand; (3) the operation of continuous water-stage recorders in
representative wells where a continuous record of water-level changes is needed;
(4) preparation of maps and graphs that show the fluctuation of water levels as
revealed by water-level measurement, and (5) publication of water-level infor-
mation and the evaluation of the data.
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Map of Texas Showing Area Covered by This Report
Texas Water Development Board
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Prior to September 1960, the Water -Level Observation Program for Texas was
maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with the Texas Water
Development Board. After that date direction of most of this program was
assumed by the Board. The Water-Level Observation Program of the Texas Water
Development Board is conducted by personnel of the Ground Water Division, a
Board Technical Service Division, under the general direction of John J.
Vandertulip, Chief Engineer, and R. C. Peckham, Director of the Ground Water
Division. This report was prepared under the supervision of Bernard B. Baker,
Coordinator, Ground Water Availability Program, and Robert L. Bluntzer, Head,
Water Level Section. Tabulations of water-level data contained in this report
were prepared by the Board's Electronic Data Processing Division under the
general supervision of Ivan M. Stout, Director.
The following personnel of the Texas Water Development Board have parti-















The highly cooperative work of the personnel of the Southern High Plains
Underground Water Conservation District No. 1, and the Panhandle Ground Water
Conservation District No. 3, who measured water levels and recorded the data
for many of the wells listed in this report, is gratefully acknowledged. Appre-
ciation is expressed to the many landowners for their interest and cooperation
in allowing their wells to be used in the Board's Water -Level Observation
Program.
Methods of Collecting Water-Level Data
Water levels in most of the observation wells are measured on an annual
basis. If possible, wells selected for annual observation purposes should not
be equipped with a pump and should be located a reasonable distance from heav-
ily pumped wells. However, in areas of intense ground-water development usually
the only wells available for measurements are equipped with large-capacity tur-
bine pumps. It is necessary to measure the water levels in these wells after
allowing sufficient time following cessation of pumping for water levels to
recover to a level representative of the general area. In irrigated areas it
is most desirable to measure water levels during the winter months when pumping
is at a minimum or nonexistent and water levels have recovered to their highest
level.
Water levels are reported as depth to water below land surface. This
depth is obtained by measuring the distance from a permanent measuring point
near the land surface to the water level in the well, and then subtracting the
vertical distance between the measuring point and the land surface. Water-
level measurements are obtained by one of the following methods:
(1) Wetted Steel Tape Method
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A calibrated steel tape is lowered into the well until a portion of
the lower end of the tape is submerged in the water. The depth to water below
the well's measuring point is obtained by subtracting the wetted portion at the
lower end from the footmark held at the well's measuring point.
Water levels measured with a steel tape are recorded in the Texas
Water Development Board's records to the nearest hundredth of a foot. The
wetted steel tape method for obtaining water-level measurements is considered
the most accurate, and is the method commonly used by Texas Water Development
Board personnel.
(2) Electric-Line Method
The electric line measuring device consists of a hand operated reel,
a current meter, a dry cell battery for power, and a length of double-conductor
insulated wire with an electrode at the end. The electric line operates on the
principle of a completed electric circuit; when the electrode on the end of the
electric line contacts the water surface in the well, the electric circuit is
completed and is indicated on the current meter at land surface. Calibrated
markings on the electric line provide a means for direct reading of the water
level. The electric-line method is used where water-level measurements are
unobtainable with a steel tape, such as in wells having leaky casing.
Water-level measurements obtained by this method are recorded in the
Texas Water Development Board's records to the nearest tenth of a foot.
(3) Air-Line Method
An air line is a metal tube attached to the outside of the pump
column and extending from the pump base to some precisely known depth that is
below the lowest water level to be measured. The air line is equipped with a
pressure gage and an ordinary tire valve, which are attached to some convenient
place on the pump. The pressure required to force all of the water out of the
air line is equal to the pressure exerted by the column of water standing out-
side the air line. Some air-line gages read directly in feet of water, and
some are equipped with gages that read in pounds per square inch and must be
converted to feet of water by multiplying the gage reading by 2.31. In both
instances the resulting figure must be subtracted from the known vertical air-
line length to determine the depth to water from the center of the gage. Air
lines are most commonly installed on industrial and municipal wells that have
large-capacity turbine pumps.
Water-level measurements obtained by the air -line method are recorded
to the nearest foot in the Texas Water Development Board's records. The advan-
tage of the air line is that water levels can be measured conveniently in wells
that will not admit other measuring devices. Water levels can be measured
safely by air line while the well is pumping, and can be measured in sealed
wells which assure the owner that no contamination will take place by foreign
material falling into the well. The disadvantage of the air-line method is
that measurements are accurate only to the nearest foot; the method cannot be
used reliably where more precise measurements are required.
(4) Automatic Recorder Method
An automatic water-level recorder consists of a float suspended by a
metal tape or cable from a recording instrument installed over the well. As
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the float rises and falls with the water surface in the well, the motion is
transferred to a pen which graphs the fluctuation on a clock-driven chart, The
continuous recording of water levels in a well affords the best means for
observing rapid and irregular water-level fluctuations in areas of large ground-
water development.
Recorders are visited at frequent intervals for purposes of mainte-
nance, accuracy checks, and collecting the water-level records. Water-level
readings taken from the recorder charts are generally tabulated in the Texas
Water Development Board's records to the nearest hundredth of a foot.
(5) Flowing Wells
When measuring water levels in flowing wells (water level above land .
surface), it is necessary that the well be shut-in so that the static pressure
can be observed at some convenient measuring point near the ground. The static
pressure is then converted to feet to give the water level above land surface.
Flowing wells can be measured with a pressure gauge, a mercury U-tube manometer,
or a water manometer.
The accuracy in determining the shut-in pressure of flowing wells is
considerably less than the accuracy obtained when measuring water levels below
land surface. Most pressure gauges cannot be read more accurately than to the
nearest foot. Furthermore, unless the well is shut-in for a sufficient period
of time, the measured pressure will be somewhat less than the true static pres-
sure. Pressure measurements are recorded in the Texas Water Development Board's
records to the nearest foot.
Presentation of Data
For each observation well in the Texas Water Development Board's Water
-
Level Observation Program, the water-level measurement, date of measurement,
pertinent remarks, and initials of the person taking the measurement are
recorded in the field on standard forms. The field data are later transferred
to punch cards which enable the water-level measurements to be statistically
analyzed and the results printed in a concise tabular form by the use of com-
puters and other data processors.
Tabulated in this report are records of water levels from observation
wells for 29 counties of the Southern High Plains. These listings provide the
following information: well number, depth of well, elevation of land surface
in feet above mean sea level, dates of measurement, measurements of water level
in feet below land surface, and changes (decline or rise) in water level from
the previous year's measurement. These tables are reproduced from direct print
outs of electronic data processing equipment.
Preceding the table for each county is a well-location map. A well symbol
and the last three digits of the well number appear on the map at the location
of each well listed in the county tabulation.
Hydrographs, showing changes in water level, are presented for selected
representative wells following the respective county tabulations. The wells
for which hydrographs have been prepared are indicated on the maps by a line
beneath the well number.
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This report includes the water-level records published previously in
Texas Water Commission Bulletin 6207, which is now out of print. In addition
to the records through 1962 contained in Bulletin 6207, this report contains
more recent water-level measurements, records for other wells that have been
added to the Board's Water-Level Observation Program in the Southern High Plains
since 1962, and the records for observation wells in four additional counties.
Some well numbers have been adjusted since the publication of Bulletin 6207.
These number changes are given in this report on the first page of the table
for each county.
Well-Numbering System
To facilitate the location of wells and to avoid duplication of well num-
bers in present and future studies, the Texas Water Development Board has
adopted a statewide we11-numbering system. This system is based on division of
the State into grids formed by degrees of latitude and longitude and the
repeated division of these grids into smaller ones, as shown in the following
diagrams.
The largest grid, a 1-degree grid, is divided into sixty-four 7^-minute
grids, each of which is further divided into nine 2-|-minute grids. Each I-
degree grid in the State has been assigned an identification number. The sixty-
four 7-|-minute grids are numbered consecutively from left to right, beginning
in the upper left-hand corner of the 1-degree grid, and the nine 2-^-minute
grids within the 7i=r-minute grids are similarly numbered. The first 2 digits of
a well number identify the 1-degree grid; the 3rd and 4th, the 7i=r-minute grid;
the sth digit identifies the 2-jjr-minute grid; and the last 2 digits identify the
well within the 2-g-minute grid.
Fluctuations of Water Levels
Changes in water levels are due to many causes. Some are of regional sig-
nificance whereas others are local. The principal causes of water-level fluc-
tuations are changes in recharge and discharge and reflect changes in the volume
of water stored in an aquifer. When discharge exceeds recharge some of the
water discharged from the aquifer must be withdrawn from storage, and water
levels decline.
When a water well is pumped, the water table (the piezometric surface in
artesian aquifers) in the vicinity of the well is drawn down in the shape of an
inverted cone with its apex at the pumped well. This cone is commonly referred
to as the cone of depression. The development or growth of this cone depends
on the physical and hydraulic chracteristics of the aquifer, and on the rate of
pumping. In areas where recharge is less than the amount of water pumped from
wells, water is removed from storage in the aquifer to supply the deficiency,
and water levels will continue to decline.
Where extensive development takes place in an aquifer, each well superim-
poses its individual cone of depression on the cones of neighboring wells.
This results in the development of a regional cone of depression. When the
cone of one well overlaps the cone of another, interference occurs and an addi-
tional lowering of water levels takes place as the wells compete for more, water.
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Location of Well 57-15-701
57 I-degree quadrangle
15 7 1/2 minute quadrangle
7 2 1/2 minute quadrangle
oi Well number within 2 1/2
minute quadrangle
Well-Numbering System
Texas Water Development Board
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The amount or extent of interference between these cones of depression depends
on the rate of pumping from each well, the spacing between wells, and the
hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer,.
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Water-Level Measurements inAndrews County, Texas
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Location of Observation Wells in Andrews CountyTexas Water Development BoardBASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Andrews County
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WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 196?
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface" DENOTE?S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DhPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
















































Water-Level Measurements in Armstrong County, Texas
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Location of Observation Wells in Armstrong County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
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Armstrong County
WELL NUMRER CHANGE SINCE 1962







Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
{V DENOTE<S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE































1-12-64 194.4 7 8.25
1-11-65 205.16 10.69
1-11-66 201.68 3.43






WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DtPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE































1-11-66 16 9.64 5.3 8














WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMEfsMTS» IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVbL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WhLL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-63-801 3135. l-ii-65 189.85 1.97
1-12-66 191.88 2.03










































WATER-L E VEL MEA SUREMENTS, IbSI FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
ft DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-12-702 204 3449. 1-11-65 130.12 1.36
1-11-66 133.89 3.77
IL-12-801 165 3409. 3-18-60 118.63
2-01-61 117.87 0.76
1-16-62 124.8 6.9



































11-13-701 150 3354. 1-11-66 107.68 3.15
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Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Armstrong CountyTexas Water Development Board
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Water-Level Measurements in Bailey County, Texas
26
Location of Observation Wells in Bailey County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Bailey County
2 7
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 196?















Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTES■ WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NF.ARBY WCLL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














09-48-902 4056. 1-10-64 117.15
1-05-65 121.90 4.75
1-08-66 124.31 2.41
















1-26-60i 3 7.71 0.21
BAILEY COUNTY
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WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-41-702 185 1-10-64 76.51 2.70
1-05-65 79.27 2.76
1-08-66 81.17 1.90











































WATER-LEVOL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































W/1MER-LEVEL MEASUREMEr*MTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
■:;" DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-43-704 3814.58 12-07-39 23.93 L.41



















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








































10-43-805 248 3797.71 3-12-48 25.24
3-16-49 28.52 3.28
2-14-50 26.75 1.77







WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION! OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LFVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMEN" DENOTES WELL PUMPED
NITS, IN FE
RECENTLY
ET f BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-57-102 212 3940. 1-11-64 77-87
1-06-65 77.32 0.55
1-07-66 77.39 0.07








1-06-65 115.28 . 1.89
1-07-66 114.72 0.56



























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSf IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































24-01-103 4043.3 1-17-58 233.53
BAILEY COUNTY
49
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-10-302 140 1-07-66 91.65 3.72








25-08-601 154 10-13-61 143.14
1-19-62 142.08 1.06
1-03-63 131.73 10.35







Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Bailey County and Precipitation at MuleshoeTexas Water Development Board
53
Water-Level Measurements in Briscoe County, Texas
54
Location of Observation Wells in Brisco County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Briscoe County
55
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
» DENOTE S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER-LEVEL ME ASURE^ENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVCL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-45-301 200 3287.7 1-07-66 148.49 5.79

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Briscoe County and Precipitation at SilvertonTexas Water Development Board
65
Water-Level Measurements in Carson County, Texas
66
Location of Observation Wells in Carson County
Texas Water Development Board
3ASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Carson County
67
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
« DENOTE S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-36-801 705 3565. 1-10-64 421.65 6.45
1-08-65 424.41 2.76
1-07-66 428.44 4.03






































06-38-401 550 2-13-59 330.30
CARSON COUNTY
70
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINF RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
." DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-38-602 444 1-13-66 324.80 1.70








































06-39-301 473 1-09-58 383.40
72
CARSON COUNTY
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BE LOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTIMUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER-LEVIEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION! OF HATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVtL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET t BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-45-701 440 3493.5 1-29-65 349.80 2.20
1-15-66 351.95 2.15





























06-46-201 650 1-25-56 318.46












WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-46-501 600 3-18-64 310.50 1.83
2-03-65 315.25 4.75
12-18-65 317.45 2.20









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMEIVMTS, IN FE!ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Carson County
and Precipitation at Panhandle
Texas Water Development Board
83
Water-Level Measurements in Castro County, Texas
84
Location of Observation Wells in Castro County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Castro County
85
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
11-41-402 11-48-301
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
'.;" DENOTE S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY CDR NEARBY WELlL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATE^
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




































10-22-101 181 3851.4 1-14-37 79.70
11-18-37 86.14 6.44








WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET» BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RlSr

















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATCR
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-22-401 1-15-64 111.58 1.67
1-07-65 117.76 6.1S
1-10-66 119.97 2.21















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













10-23-201 425 1-02-63 294.42




































WATER-LI:EVEL MEA SUREMENTS, I4 FEET, BE!LOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES. WELL PUMPED RECENTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















10-29-302 397 1-04-63 216.29
1-14-64 221.58 5.29
1-07-65 226.78 5.20




















10-29-901 3882.3 1-17-56 154.34
93
CASTRO COUNTY
WA IbK- bUKtMtNIbt 1Ps t-tt 1 » BtLUW LANU bUKhALt - LUNIINUtU
if DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF iLAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





























10-39-401 353 3737. 10-24-62 134.00
1-10-64 146.42 12.42
1-08-65 147.05 0.63












WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-47-302 3663. 1-10-64 131.26 5.62


































Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Castro County and Precipitation at DimmittTexas Water Development Board
105
Water-Level Measurements in Cochran County, Texas
106
Location of Observation Wells in Cochran County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Cochran County
107
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962





Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
«■ DENOT E5S WELL PUMPED RE CENTLY i0|R NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER



















































VIF TER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEI
DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY I
ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































SUREMENTS, IN FEET, BE



























































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVtL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-13-802 200 3811.3 1-09-64 165.05 0.85
1-06-65 167.66 2.61
1-05-66 169.12 1.46













































WATER-LEVfcL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAMD SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















Wl<\TER-LEVEL MEASUREMEf ŜITS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
« DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER












































Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Cochran County
and Precipitation at Morton
Texas Water Development Board
123
Water-Level Measurements in Crosby County, Texas
124
Location of Observation Wells in Crosby County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Crosby County
125
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
23-12-903 23-12-903 G 23-12-904
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
«■ S WELL PUMPED FRECENTLY C3R NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE . LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-22-106 342 1-06-63 215.71 10,31
1-09-64 221.96 6.25
1-08-65 226.17 A.21






































EL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE, WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































23-29-101 308 1-05-63 184.0
134
CROSBY COUNTY
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-29-101 308 1-09-64 191.75 7.8
1-04-65 203.92 12.17
1-03-66 199.70 4.22











23-29-601 287 1-12-62 189.9
1-05-63 192.2 2.3























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE
WELL
DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


























Hydrograph of Selected Well in Crosby County and Precipitation at CrosbytonTexas Water Development Board
137
Water-Level Measurements in Dawson County, Texas
138
Location of Observation Wells in Dawson County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Dawson County
139
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
<v OENOTES WELL PUMPED REECENTLY C3R NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
27-32-301 2940.6 1-05-66 96.02 0.99













































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
28-03-401 3001.0 1-07-64 39.88 7.83
1-05-66 34.42 5.46

















































tit BtLUW LAINU bUKJ-ALt
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CUNTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
28-18-601 174 2391.3 1-06-64 122.42 1.36
1-05-65 124.12 1.70
1-04-66 126.90 ?.78









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS*. IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Dawson County
and Precipitation at Lamesa
Texas Water Development Board
149
Water-Level Measurements inDeaf Smith County, Texas
150
Location of Observation Wells in Deaf Smith CountyTexas Water Development BoardBASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
151
Deaf Smith County
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962















Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface" DENOTESS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-53-701 293 10 54 200.
1-19-62 204.53 5.
1-16-64 215.03 10.50





























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC






































07-61-201 4008.3 2-17-50 167.32
153
DEAF SMITH COUNTY
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED
SITS, IN FE
RECENTLY I
ETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC










10-02-801 4257,4 2-26-58 296.30
1-19-59 295.98 0.32
3-10-60 295.72 0.26
1-26-61 295.52 , 0.20


























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, RELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER-LEVEL ME A SUREMENTS » IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS * IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IM FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DbPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISF

















































MTS » IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
RECENTLY OR NFARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET» BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
« DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MFASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER























































WATER-LEEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BE!LOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































w z1ATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENJTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
H DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DtPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATCR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
OECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





































10-14-404 289 1-05-63 94.14










WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Deaf Smith County and Precipitation at HerefordTexas Water Development Board
183
Water-Level Measurements in Donley County, Texas
184
Location of Observation Wells in Donley County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Donley County
185
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
12-03-401 12-02-601
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
« DENOTESS WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER











































WATER-LEVEL MEA SUREMENTS, IN FEETt BE LOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






























Hydrograph of Selected Well in Donley County and Precipitation at ClarendonTexas Water Development Board
189
Water-Level Measurements in Floyd County, Texas
190
Location of Observation Wells in Floyd County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Floyd County
191
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
23-08-601 23-08-501
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
# uL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER- EVEL MEA SUREMENTS, IM FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
-:;■ DENOTES, WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















11-47-701 305 6-28-63 214.80
2-12-64 220.52 5.72
2-17-65 214.89 5.63






















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMEN* DENOTES WELL PUMPED
MTS» IN FE
RECENTLY i
ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS,. IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LANO SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS « IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEETt RELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMEMTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASURfcMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN! WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTIMUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATIUN OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FtET f BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WbLL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVtL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" - CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACF LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































2-2 7-46 5 5.70 2.7 3
1-2 0-47 61.50 5.30
V~ 1.9-4 7 60.50 1.00
3-02-48 67.20 6.70
3-07-49 72.83 5.63
1■ 18 -51 8 3.21 10.38
FLOYD COUNTY
211
WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WtLL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISF
11-60-601 293 3273.4 1-22-64 143.33 3.59
1-06-65 149.02 5.69
1-27-66 157.90 8.88















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASURtMENTS f IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-61-105 298 1-22-64 151.90 4.41
1-15-65 156.49 4.59
1-27-66 163.03 6.54












































11-61-204 289 5-02-40 48.57
FLOYD COUNTY
218
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMEIMTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
« DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NFARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS » IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















11-62-901 230 1-18-62 171.04
1-28-63 171.26 0.22

















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* " IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACF" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAMD SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















11-64-502 330 1-25-64 263.78
2-17-65 263.96 0.18
2-01-66 264.31 0.35





























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NCARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DhPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-05-801 1-16-62 183.1 2.3
2-16-65 202.93 19.8














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-07-301 340 2-01-66 220.27 4.26












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS IN FE!ET, RELOW LANO SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINF RISE









































23-13-101 382 1-16-62! 154.76
FLOYD COUNTY
231
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-13-101 382 1-21-63 159.86 5.10
2-14-64 163.39 3.53
2-16-65 171.31 7.92






































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











Hydrograph of Selected Well in Floyd County and Precipitation at AbernathyTexas Water Development Board
235
Water-Level Measurements in Gaines County, Texas
236
Location of Observation Wells in Gaines CountyTexas Water Development BoardBASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Gaines County
237
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962





Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTIE!S WELL PUMPED PRECENTLY 0IR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
26-08-802 150 3661.9 1-07-66 69.91 1.43













































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL " MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
27-01-701 3621.1 1-14-64 51.13 1.65
1-05-65 55.02 3.89
1-07-66 57.42 2.40











































WATER- EVEL MEASUREMENTSt INM FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTIMUED
a DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
27-03-701 140 3448.3 1-07-66 91.68 3.07











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL " MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL ■ MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
27-L3-301 99 3161.0 1-14-64 33.75 2.60
1-06-65 36.88 3.13
1-06-66 38.70 1.82









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL ■ MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Gaines County and Precipitation at LoopTexas Water Development Board
249
Water-Level Measurements in Gray County, Texas
250
Location of Observation Wells in Gray County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE- MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Gray County
251
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
05-25-901 05-25-904
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
■::- DENOTE RECENTLY C L PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSf IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL " MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-ILEVEL MEASUREMENTS, INI FEET, BELOW LA.MD SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
05-27-401 590 3113.7 2-15-64 341.92 0.62
2-26-65 342.65 0.73
1-13-66 349.60 6.95







































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL ■ MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
05-33-302 500 2-19-60 340.54
1-04-61 340.79 0.25










































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL ' MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-48-201 419 2-25-65 313.50 2.25
1-02-66 315.25 1.75
257
Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Gray County and Precipitation at Pampa
Texas Water Development Board
259
Water-Level Measurements in Hale County, Texas
260
Location of Observation Wells in Hale County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Hale County
261
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962



























23 03-301 6 23-03-302
24-16-311
23-02-801
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
» DENOTE S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-64-601 170 1-07-66 119.28 3.35















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATIOiM OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
« DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























































DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER





















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATGR
WELL (JF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































11-43-902 200 1-17-48 60.76
HALE COUNTY
273
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































11-49-103 202 5-19-36 77.53
HALE COUNTY
275
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IM FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FECT, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































t-j/1*TER-LEVEL MEASUREMENJTS» IN FEIET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































11-51-301 200 3-13-47 60.93
HALE COUNTY
283
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IM FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE , LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-51-503 150 3349.5 2-24-66 92.90 0.03















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-52-702 3336. 1-11-64 132.63 4.92
1-07-65 137.78 5.15
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-57-101 210 3498.11 1-13-66 129.73 3.17














































♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED
MTS, IN FEI
RECENTLY I
ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































W/!ATER-LEV'EL MEASUREMEP ŜITS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
« DENOTESi WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER

























































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-58-601 1-11-62 123.60 1.30













































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















































OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-59-401 240 1-09-65 139.62 3.12
1-08-66 146.48 6.86














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-60-101 200 1-07-65 135.29 4.24

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































23-01-501 327 3435. 3-18-55 127.02
HALE COUNTY
299
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



























23-02-302 3342. 1-08-64 106.87
1-06-65 108.94 2.07
1-07-66 110.00 1.06















WA* VTER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEIDENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY i
ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































23-04-401 3285. 12-22-54 92.38
HALE COUNTY
304
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































23-12-102 340 3245. 1-09-64 154.17
1-07-65 159.12 4.95
1-08-66 163.79 4.67





WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL. OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE































Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Hale County and Precipitation at PlainviewTexas Water Development Board
309
Water-Level Measurements in Hemphill County, Texas
310
Location of Observation Wells in Hemphill County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Hemphill County
311
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTES WELL PUMPED FRECENTLY CDR NEARBY WEL_L PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LANO SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
05-16-701 192 1-12-65 180.12 1.34
1-11-66 190.50 10.38










Water-Level Measurements in Hockley County, Texas
314
Location of Observation Wells in Hockley County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Hockley County
315
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962







Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
OECLINE RISE















































24-15-601 120 3404. 3-17-47 55.20
HOCKLEY COUNTY
318
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
OECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS. IN FEET t BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET t BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-20-401 189 1-06-65 118.98 4.68
1-05-66 123.32 4.34










































WATFR-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























24-21-801 3611. 1-19-61 148.15
1-11-62 153.33 5.18




















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































24-23-101 169 3432. 11-20-62 105.53
HOCKLEY COUNTY
327
WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEiET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION! OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATfcR-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET t BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-39-501 179 3394. 1-07-65 133.50 2.69
1-06-66 140.98 7.43





























Hydrograph of Selected Well in Hockley County and Precipitation at LittlefieldTexas Water Development Board
337
Water-Level Measurements in Lamb County, Texas
338
Location of Observation Wells in Lamb County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Lamb County
339
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962



















Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
» S WELL PUMPED IRECENTLY C3R NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































W4UER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, RELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

































10-45-501 216 3775. 1-08-64 132.03
1-07-65 130.58 1.45
1-05-66 136.45 5.87




WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE























10-45-901 202 3748. 1-08-64 132.22
1-07-65 137.77 5.55
1-05-66 135.14 2.63



















10-46-601 3720. 4-26-63 111.40
LAMB COUNTY
345
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL \ MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






10-47-501 200 3654. 1-08-64 119.68
1-07-65 124.78 5.10
1-04-66 128.98 4.20







































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-48-401 250 3627.8 1-04-66 140.28 4.56

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

































10-52-201 200 3732. i-08-64 37.03
1-07-65 37.64 0.61













WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER



















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTIMUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




























10-54-502 150 3664. 1-08-64 87.61
1-08-65 90.72 3.11
1-05-66 96.78 6.06















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-54-801 318 3646. 10-22-65 64.32 1.02
12-15-65 64.51 0.19
2-23-66 63.90 0.61











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















10-55-401 335 3671. 1-08-64 147.06
1-07-65 153.12 6.06
1-04-66 158.98 5.86
10-55-701 250 3617. 1-09-64 72.63
1-08-65 75.21 2.58
1-04-66 76.68 1.47

























WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-55-901 170 3572.9 1-09-65 106.45 4.77
1-04-66 109.08 2.63




















10-56-101 3617.8 1-22-58 140.04
1-07-59 140.38 0.34
1-17-61 144.65 4.27



















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENMTSt IN FEIET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-61-501 220 3690. 1-09-64 106,14
1-08-65 112,92 6,78
1-05-66 109.89 3.03
10-61-602 255 3655. 1-08-64 90.18
1-08-65 91.19 1.01
1-05-66 89.96 1.23
10-61-701 223 3686. 1-09-64 106.23
1-08-65 110.51 4.28
1-06-66 113.12 2.61




10-62-201 214 3648. 1-08-64 92.79
1-08-65 96.22 3.43
1-05-66 98.48 2.26


























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUEO" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING .
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-62-701 3662, 1-08-65 119.38 6.40
1-05-66 123.35 3.97






























10-63-601 245 3561. 1-09-64 101.39
1-09-65 103.52 2.13
1-04-66 99.72 3.80











WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-64-701 292 1-09-64 105.79
1-09-65 110.52 4.73
1-04-66 111.67 1.15



























24-05-601 132 1-09-64 89.81
1-07-65 94.31 4.50
1-06-66 98.02 3.71





WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEIET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY IOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATfcR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

























24-08-401 240 3507. 1-09-64 137.53
1-09-65 145.02 7.49
1-04-66 143.37 1.65
24-08-701 226 3465. 1-09-64 114.98
1-09-65 120.18 5.20
1-04-66 121.71 1.53











W/AiTER-LEVEL MEASUREMENJTSi IN FEET» BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES; WELL PUMPEO RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER





















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-15-608 3428. 1-18-61 123.38 1.52


















Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Lamb County and Precipitation at MuleshoeTexas Water Development Board
369
Water-Level Measurements in Lubbock County, Texas
370
Location of Observation Wells in Lubbock County
Texas water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Lubbock County
371
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962















Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* S WELL PUMPED PRECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RlSfc








































23-10-702 216 3333. 1-27-64 153.81





WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPINC
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RFCENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-17-201 162 3335. 1-19-65 141.24 8.17
1-11-66 139.14 2.10













































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS » IN FEET t BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE
WELL
DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET» RELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WtLL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATFR
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISF




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
♥ DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DhNOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-18-301 3290. 1-22-65 164.88 9.38
1-14-66 168.98 4.10














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-13-501 3260. 1-10-61 114.70 3.30
1-23-62 113.13 1.57
23-13-502 184 3260. 1-27-64 110.83
1-20-65 114.93 4.10
1-14-66 119.37 4.44











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-18-701 160 3235. 2-01-60 68.20 2.42
1-12-61 68.58 0.38














































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL l)F LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-19-701 108 3189.4 1-24-64 82.74 2.12
1-20-65 86.08 3.34
1-14-66 93.10 7.02















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DbNOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-19-803 1-09-61 77.90 0.47
1-21-62 78.51 0.61
1-10-63 81.82 3.31











































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-20-701 262 1-24-64 142.42 7.02
1-18-66 137.07 5.3 5















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS,. IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISt
23-25-302 152 3217. 1-18-63 73.62 2.55
1-18-64 74.12 0.50
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTIMUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FRUM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































W-ATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-27-201 3149.9 1-15-66 83.68 3.34






































23-27-204 168 3-11-47 50.73








WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































HATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS » IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IM FEET, BELOW LAMD SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DbPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































23-34-101 150 3-27-42 78.47
LUBBOCK COUNTY
405
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




23-35-101 110 1-03-66 81.55
23-35-501 134 1-23-64 88.01
1-20-65 90.66 2.65
































23-35-703 164 3-11-47 71.82
LUBROCK COUNTY
410
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET» BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































24-16-501 3380. 3-03-49 83.48
LUBBOCK COUNTY
411
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVfcL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC





















Hydrograph of Selected Well in Lubbock County and Precipitation
and Evaporation at Lubbock
Texas Water Development Board
419
Water-Level Measurements in Lynn County, Texas
420
Location of Observation Wells in Lynn County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Lynn County
421
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
» DENOTE S WELL PUMPED PRECENTLY CDR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC
23-42-401 152 3197. 1-05-65 112.50 1.49
1-05-66 115.01 2.51










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NFARRY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISH














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DCCLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATCR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
23-58-202 23 1-04-65 17.51 11.11
1-04-66 12.64 4.87
















































EL MEASUREMEN. WELL PUMPED IM FERECENTLY ET, BELOW LAND SURFACEOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING\-
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELGW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
« DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL (JF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Lynn County and Precipitation at SlatonTexas Water Development Board
433
Water-Level Measurements in Martin County, Texas
434
Location of Observation Wells in Martin County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Martin County
435
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
» DENOTESS WELL PUMPED R!ECENTLY !OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
27-48-904 170 12-03-63 118.22 9.41
12-04-64 125.39 7.17
12-02-65 126.88 1.49













































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUR EMFNTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAMD SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISb
27-56-301 128 12-03-64 81.81 7.51
12-02-65 83.25 1.44














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPFD RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMHING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION! OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER





















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACEi* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER

















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY GR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LCVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




























Hydrograph of Selected Well in Martin County and Precipitation at MidlandTexas Water Development Board
447
Water-Level Measurements in Oldham County, Texas
448
Location of Observation Wells in Oldham CountyTexas Water Development BoardBASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Oldham County
449
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUNE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface" DENOT!E<S WELL PUMPED R ECENTLY 0IR NEARBY WEL_L PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FRUM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



























Water-Level Measurements in Parmer County, Texas
452
Location of Observation Wells in Parmer County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Parmer County
453
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962





Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
"H- -DENOTE S WELL PUMPED R ECENTLY CDR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











09-32-901 370 4205. 1-11-64 246.54
1-15-65 249.35 2.81
























WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY UR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































SUREMENTSt IN FEET, BEI




OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF ILAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











10-18-501 350 1-14-65 271.20
1-12-66 277.88 6.68































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
# DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-19-101 325 4075.9 1-14-65 245.89 4.84
1-13-66 249.65 3.76
10-19-301 330 1-12-64 239.90
1-14-65 248.56 8.66
1-13-66 242.98 5.58
10-19-401 385 1-11-64 191.50




































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







10-28-201 320 5-21-63 228.55
1-12-64 245.82 17.27
1-14-65 239.52 6.30
10-28-501 508 5-20-63 222.86
1-12-64 246.46 23.60



























10-33-601 367 4117.6 1-14-56 214.76
PARKif R COUNTY
461
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CUNTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































10-34-101 300 1-12-66 224.42




WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS! IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































10-35-304 461 3978. 1-12-64 181.75
1-16-65 186.55 4.80*
1-13-66 188.72 2.17
10-35-401 300 4028. 1-13-56 184.60
PARMER COUNTY
463
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-35-901 235 3966. 1-10-64 214,18 8.13
1-16-65 215.92 1.74




















10-36-601 366 3901. 1-10-64 164.25
1-16-65 169.26 5.01
1-13-66 176.87 7.61



















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS f IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-42-601 3916.5 1-14-59 105.35 1.36
1-07-60 107.98 2.63
1-05-61 110.56 2.58











10-44-101 250 3880. 1-10-64 152.60
1-16-65 157.14 4.54
1-14-66 159.39 2.25










Hydrograph of Selected Well in Parmer CountyTexas Water Development Board
469
Water-Level Measurements in Potter County, Texas
470
Location of Observation Wells in Potter County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Potter County
471
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY CDR NEARBY WEL_L PUMPING










































Water-Level Measurements in Randall County, Texas
474
Location of Observation Wells in Randall County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Randall County
475
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962





Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LANO SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL GF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-63-301 288 3-21-63 178.75
1-11-65 178.82 0.07
1-05-66 179.15 0.33





















07-64-101 276 12-07-62 165.80
1-04-63 171.86 6.06
1-05-66 181.49 9.63



















WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATtR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
10-08-102 3759.3 1 17-64 134.69 1.60
1-05-66 136.03 1.34










































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATC MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Randall County, and Precipitation and Evaporation at AmarilloTexas Water Development Board
485
Water-Level Measurements in Roberts County, Texas
486
Location of Observation Wells in Roberts County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Roberts County
487
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
■::"
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATCR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









Water-Level Measurements in Swisher County, Texas
490
Location of Observation Wells in Swisher County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAYDEPARTMENT
Swisher County
491
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962





Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTE S WELL PUMPED RECENTLY CJR NEARBY WEL_L PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































11-18-701 195 3577. v^o* 11-22^45?! 80.7
80.0 cO.£di 3-43ltdti7U 82.30 1.6
icUiai 3^03-^B-i 83.45 1.15
2-€23^4T9-;I 83.80 0.35
c 1,1,61 2^1:3-^O-1 82.97 0.83
9 ,>■ „T oI 1-;Ip&mshi 84.43 1.46





WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















































ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH IELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF ILAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































11-25-701 200 3621. 3-21-47 94.84
3-01-48i 94.71 0.13
2-23-49> 95.67 0.96




WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF nATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATGR
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET» BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
11-36-802 203 3354. 1-11-64 105.22 2.07
1-09-65 106.85 1.63
1-08-66 107.14 0.29




















































ET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF ILAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUEO
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTSt IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























Hydrographs of Selected Wells in Swisher County and Precipitation at PlainviewTexas Water Development Board
519
Water-Level Measurements in Terry County, Texas
520
Location of Observation Wells in Terry County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Terry County
521
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NUMBER IN BULLETIN 6207 NUMBER IN THIS REPORT
2^-47-301 24-39-904
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
<;■ OENOTE S WELL PUMPED ECENTLY C3R NEARBY WEI_L PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BE LOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECEMTLY iOR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
24-45-902 160 1-08-66 122.41 0.42











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISC
24-48-301 140 3295. 1-08-66 94.12 2.73











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEETt BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































24-61-301 3318.6 1-29-57 103.15
TERRY COUNTY
525
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































24-63-301 105 3183.0 2-07-57 56.22
TERRY COUNTY
526
WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS t IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

































Hydrograph of Selected Well in Terry County
and Precipitation Near Brownfield
Texas Water Development Board
529
Water-Level Measurements in Yoakum County, Texas
530
Location of Observation Wells in Yoakum County
Texas Water Development Board
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Yoakum County
531
WELL NUMBER CHANGE SINCE 1962
NONE
Water-Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
»
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL UF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER-LEVEL ME ASUREMENTSt IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
» DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
25-48-902 3777.9 1-07-64 48.75 0.86
1-05-65 55.85 7.10
1-06-66 53.26 2.59











































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
25-64-301 173 3744,8 1-05-65 78,78 3,37
1-06-66 79.16 0.38












































WATER-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED" DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DEPTH ELEVATION OF DATE MEASUREMENT CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF LAND SURFACE LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













27-03-201 3451.3 1-24-56 88.47
1-30-57 88.05 0.42
1-20-59 88.78 0.73
1-12-60 89.10 0.32
1-26-62 90.12 1.02
1-03-63 89.74 0.33
1-06-64 90.18 0.44
1-05-65 98.07 7.89
1-07-66 94.90 3.17
